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A: It looks like you are trying to search the text of the file for the keywords you have
provided. Rather, you have to read the file line by line. Here is an example. #!/bin/bash
keywords='unix' read -r -p "Search for: " line while read -r line; do if [[ $line =~ (^|
)$keywords (($| )) ]]; then # Check the rest of the line sed '1:;/^.\{1,10\}$/d;$d;s/[
\t]*$//' "$line" > "$line-modified" # Check the rest of the line sed
'1:;/^.\{1,10\}$/d;$d;s/[ \t]*$//' "$line-modified" > "$line" fi done Q: $\limsup\limits_{n
\to \infty} \frac{\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+...}}} \sqrt{2}}{(\sqrt{n}-\sqrt{2})^{1/3}} = \sqrt[3]{2}$ Can someone help me, how to
prove this? $$\limsup\limits_{n \to \infty} \frac{\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+...}}} \sqrt{2}}{(\sqrt{n}-\sqrt{2})^{1/3}} = \sqrt[3]{2}$$ I tried to find the upper bound,
but it takes the argument of the $\limsup$ to infinity. Is there any other way? Thanks in
advance! A: I think I have found a solution. $$\limsup\limits_{n \to \infty}
\frac{\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+\sqrt{n+...}}} - \sqrt{2}}{(\sq
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A: You can use iQA OCR engine for Windows if
you installed the engine (look at iQA OCR for
Windows or similar software). Then you can
check the image and use it in AI recognition:
Read image(s) using OCR Convert image to text
Store text result(s) in a file Extract text from
image: Extract text from image . "For more info
about OCR and its features visit: Iqaid project
Web Site" You can test it on some samples here
or just google: OCR images or image to text.
There are some other OCR tools like fop, OOMA,...
Postal Service cuts shipping to avoid'record' US
budget deficit Sep 2, 2013, 6:11 PM EDT By Brian
Riedl Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
nation's largest retail shipper is cutting shipping
rates to help businesses and consumers avoid
record annual budget deficits as a result of higher
Social Security taxes and other automatic
spending cuts. The U.S. Postal Service, whose
office buildings are seen as symbols of America's
middle class, posted losses of $1.2 billion in the
fiscal year that ended on Sept. 30 and said it will
cut services or pay for them with borrowing.
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About half of its business comes from package
shipments. With its cash reserves down to about
$1.3 billion, the post office can no longer borrow
as it had in the past, and it said Wednesday it
may have to issue $26 billion in bonds in an
effort to continue to keep the doors open. It also
said it may be forced to lay off up to 60,000
employees. FedEx said in a statement that it also
will let its shipping rates decline during the first
three months of 2014, effective immediately. "All
participants are taking actions to minimize the
impact of sequestration on their businesses, and
FedEx remains committed to safety and security
for our customers and their shipments," it said.
The shipping industry has a congressional
oversight board that sets shipping rates, and the
rates are largely determined by market
conditions. EBay Inc., Amazon.com Inc. and other
online retailers have complained the rates are
too high. Amazon's latest book-by-mail
promotion, dubbed "Prime Day," saw shipping
rates drop 40 percent in one day, with more
steep cuts promised in coming months.
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